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**Synopsis**

Bookkeeping is important in any business and QuickBooks offer a better and much easier solution to ensure that small business people are keeping their business™ financial records well all the time. Business taxes, accounting records among others should be kept well in order to generate reports that can influence decision making, which can take a business forward. QuickBooks are easy and fun and they are reliable to keep your business performance at its best. The key to becoming a success in business lies in mastering the basics of QuickBooks, bookkeeping, QuickBooks online and their usefulness in a business Why You need this book? To Understand What Bookkeeping is All About To Know The Basics of QuickBooks To Know Where and How To get Started To Understand the Benefits of QuickBooks To Learn How to Work With The Program To Improve Your Bookkeeping Skills To Become More Organized in Business To Avoid Making Mistakes To Get Better in Business Management Here Is a Preview of What You'll Learn...
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**Customer Reviews**

Just know that QuickBooks offer a better and much easier solution to ensure that small business people are keeping their business™ financial records well all the time like me. Business taxes, accounting records among others should be kept well in order to generate reports that can influence decision making in which will also help us much better, which can take a business forward also into
a greater achievements; not only that; QuickBooks are easy and fun and they are reliable to keep your business performance at its best to help us make it easier and effective.

This book is indeed the answer to my prayers i really wanted to learn about QuickBooks and this book help me a lot faster than i thought it is very detailed and easily helps you out. Also what i like about this is that i been learning this one in my free-time and no i mastered it!

This is a narrative overview -- no screen shots -- of what bookkeeping is and a high level overview of what you can do to run a small business on Quickbooks. I scanned it in about ten minutes and got nothing out of it at all. This book give insight neither in bookkeeping nor accounting. You won’t know hardly what to do with Quickbooks after you read this, just have a few clues a to what you should do. The best way to learn QuickBooks is to get a book that actually shows you what to do.

Do not waste your time or money on this book, I got more from the first 2 chapters of the ‘Dummies’ book. This is a very short book that is filled with platitudes and sub-standard English (obviously, it was not edited). It appeared to me as if it were an advertisement for QuickBooks rather than a manual on how to use it. I hoped it would help me determine which version of QuickBooks I should use, it did not.
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